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Drive Strategy Enterprise-wide
Translate strategy into delivery on an organization-wide, cross-functional scale with roadmaps that connect the 

investments, outcomes, business capabilities, milestones, technology and financials required to realize 
strategies.

Top-down agile portfolio 

management

Centralize your project portfolio 

and create visibility. Streamline 

project effort into a single 

source of truth for integrated 

and informed decision making

What-if scenario planning

Proactively allocate resources and 

improve execution across your 

entire project portfolio. Visualize 

resource constraints and analyze 

trade-offs through scenario 

planning.

Strategic Alignment

Determine how your project and 

product portfolios are 

performing in relation to 

company goals. Visualize 

projects against specific 

objectives and understand what 

it is costing to achieve them.
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Translate strategy into delivery on an organization-wide, cross-functional scale with roadmaps that connect the 

investments, outcomes, business capabilities, milestones, technology and financials required to realize strategies.

Demand Management
Enable the ability to capture project requests, new ideas, 

and work without suffering from intake overload. Manage 

work demand through scoring and prioritization of the 

requests that bring the most value

Strategic Portfolio Management
Realize your strategy. Translate high-level missions and 

objectives into specific investments necessary to make 

strategy real across departments and geographies.

Investment Prioritization
Rank and analyze investments by business drivers and 

use what-if scenarios to compare options. Create an 

optimized portfolio to drive strategic success.

Portfolio Kanban Boards
Visually manage work using Kanban boards with the 

flexibility to easily model any workflow process, 

regardless of complexity

Portfolio Roadmaps
Build roadmaps that connect strategy, investments, 

projects and resources. Ensure the organization is on 

track to deliver products, technology and applications.

Work the Way You Want to Work
Empower teams to execute with agility with tools they 

are already using. Connect with work management 

applications such as Microsoft Project, Microsoft 

Planner, Azure Board, Jira and more.
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